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Abstract 
The problem needed to be solved firstly in liquid identification based on Droplet Fingerprint is feature selection. 
Feature selection is how to minimize the dimension of feature under the premise of not reducing the classification 
accuracy.  According to the DB index classification criteria and floating search algorithm, this paper proposes an 
algorithm of feature selection suitable for supervised learning and performs the algorithm in Droplet Fingerprint 
database.  Experimental results show that the algorithm performs better and greatly improves the efficiency of feature 
selection. 
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1. Introduction
Drop Analysis Technology (DAT) which uses a variety of means to monitor the formation of liquid
droplets in order to obtain the measured liquid physical, chemical parameters under a test system with 
some certain conditions, is a technology which describes the qualitative and the quantitative identification 
of liquid. 
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"Droplet Fingerprint" which comes from the DAT, reveals the variation of light signal which goes 
through the droplet in the process of the droplet’s growth. It also reflects variety of physical and chemical 
properties of the measured liquid, and these properties are certainty and uniqueness under certain 
conditions. Figure 1 shows the Droplet Fingerprints of  Fanta, Coca Cola, Sprite, Smart. We can observe 
visual features and the qualitative difference among different droplet fingerprints from Figure 1. In the 
same test system, the strength of optical signal, the strength of capacitance signal, peak height and peak 
shape of drop fingerprint, the area under the curve in drop fingerprint and so on, are different from 
different liquids. 
Fig. 1. Droplet fingerprints of different liquids 
So far, the pattern recognition methods applied to Droplet Fingerprint are statistical decision method, 
fuzzy decision method, and neural network method. The problem coming firstly is how to do feature 
selection and extraction when doing pattern recognition based on Droplet Fingerprint. In general, only 
when the feature vector contains enough class information, the classifier can make correctly classification 
[1]. But whether the features contains enough information is difficult to measure. In order to improve the 
recognition rate, we usually maximize the numbers of features. However, the dimension of features comes 
larger in this way, and it properly brings the greater relevance and redundancy of features. These will 
bring great difficulties to further processing of features and realization of classifier. Thus, on the condition 
of not reducing (or try not to reducing) the classification accuracy as much as possible, we should try to 
decrease the dimension features. That is the essence of feature selection. The definition of feature 
selection is according to some certain evaluation function select feature subset which is on relationship of 
the identification result or is important from the original feature set. Clearly, feature selection has two key 
problems: selection of the appropriate evaluation function and efficient search method for feature 
subset[2]. 
This paper gives the research and discussion of feature selection based on the two problems above. 
According to the DB index classification criteria and floating search algorithm, this paper proposes an 
algorithm of feature selection suitable for supervised learning and performs the algorithm in Droplet 
Fingerprint database.  Experiments show that the algorithm performs better and greatly improves the 
efficiency of feature selection. 
2. Model of feature selection algorithm  
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According to the relationship of the evaluation criterion and classifier, feature selection algorithm 
model can be divided into two categories: the filter model and the wrapper model. The distinction of the 
two models is whether the model is related with classifier or not. The irrelevant one is filter model; the 
other is wrapper model [3]. 
2.1. Feature selection framework 
Feature selection is essentially a combinatorial optimization problem, which is select feature subset 
which is on relationship of the identification result or is important from the original feature set [4]. In 
mathematics, one of the most direct ways to solve combinatorial optimization problem is search. As for 
feature selection, the target of search is to find the best feature subset in the numbers of candidate feature 
subsets. For example, the number of the original features is D, so that the numbers of feature subsets is 
2D. The goal of feature selection is to find the suitable one in these feature subsets. The framework of 
feature selection in this paper shows in Figure 2. 
Subset Generation Subset Evaluation
Stop Searching 
Condition Result validation
Original
 Feature Set
YN
Fig. 2. Feature selection framework 
Subset generation module decides the search strategy. Subset evaluation module will evaluate those 
subsets which are generated by subset generation module according to some certain evaluation criterion. 
The process of evaluation is called the calculation of evaluation function. The key point is to specify the 
evaluation criterion, which plays a determinant part in validity of the feature selection method. It is a 
necessary to set up a stop searching condition so that the searching may not be executed endlessly. At the 
last, we should validate the chosen feature subset. 
In the four steps of feature selection framework, evaluation criterion and search strategy have a 
predominant effect in the overall performance of feature selection. Stop searching condition is basically 
decided by the question or by the search strategy and evaluation criterion. Aiming at these two aspects, 
we give detailed analysis as below. 
2.2. Evaluation Criterion 
In this paper, DB index criterion is used as a judgment criterion of classification efficiency [5]. The DB 
index criterion is generally used to judge the validity of clustering. Due to the Droplet Fingerprint 
database has been made a mark of the category of each droplet samples, DB index can be directly used as 
the criterion of rationality of data distribution. Thus, there is no need to do clustering of data and it greatly 
reduces the time complexity. The basic principles of DB index criterion are listed as follows. 
(1) Average discrete degrees in Class 
                                                                    (1) 
Zi is the center of the class Ci, and |Ci| is the sample number of class Ci. 
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(2) Class average distance 
                                                                           (2) 
The distance is measured by the distance of the centers of each class. 
(3) DB index 
                                                                           (3) 
DB index criterion shows that the smaller DB value is the better classification efficiency is. 
2.3. Search Strategy 
Feature subset is generated in the process of searching while search strategy determines the process 
characteristics and whether the searching is successful or not. Generally, the kinds of search strategies are 
completely search, heuristic search, random search, etc [1]. In this paper we use the floating search 
algorithm which is a kind of heuristic search. 
Heuristic search makes compromise between optimal solution and calculated amount. It reduces the 
complexity of the algorithm, but the result may just be a local optimum solution. The typical algorithms 
are Sequential Backward Selection (SBS), Sequential Forward Selection (SFS), and Floating Search. 
Floating Search is the improvement of SFS and SBS, which increases the calculated amount, but the 
result is more close to the global optimal solution. Floating search algorithm is chosen as the Search 
Strategy in this paper. 
The algorithm pick d (d ≥ 2 ) features from the initial features set Y={f1,f2,…,fD}. Xk(k=0, 1, …,d) is 
the feature subset during searching. xk is the feature chosen successively in the process. In the searching 
process, the value of Xk and J(Xk)(k=0, 1,…,d) will be recorded. 
Step 1: Initialization. Supposing k=0, X0 is an empty set. 
Step 2: Find the "most important feature" x1 about X0 in Y-X0 and join it into X0. Therefore, 
X1=X0+x1 and k=1. Then find the "most important feature" x2 about X1 in Y-X1 and join it into X1,as the 
same, X2=X1+ x2, k=2. 
Step 3: Find the "most important feature" xk about Xk in Y-Xk and join it into Xk, then Xk+1=Xk+xk+1. 
Step 4: Find the "most unimportant feature" xr in Xk+1. If xr= xk+1, then k=k+1, and back to Step 3. If 
xr≠xk+1, delete xr in Xk+1, and recond the new set as Xk*=Xk+1-Xr. If k=2, Xk=Xk* and back to Step 3, or 
else go to Step 5. 
Step 5: Find the "most unimportant feature" xs in Xk. If J(Xk*-xs) ≤J(Xk-1), Xk=Xk* and back to Step 3. 
Otherwise delete xs in Xk* and form a new set as Xk-1*=Xk*-xs meanwhile k=k-1. If k=2, Xk=Xk* and back 
to Step 3. If k>2, repeat Step 5. 
This algorithm flowchart shows in Figure 3. 
3. The analysis of experimental results 
In this paper, we only give the experimental results of water samples. Through data filtering, 
normalization and feature extraction of 100 samples about 11 kinds of water liquid (e.g. Spring water of 
Nongfu, Master Kong pure water and so on). Each sample includes 10 dimensions of features, and is 
marked with the category. Table 1 gives the CPU time of choosing corresponding features and 
classification error rate of different pattern recognition methods, including Pattern Recognition method 
based on Feature, Pattern Recognition method based on Eigenvector, Pattern Recognition method based 
on the Fuzzy theory. 
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Fig. 3. Algorithm flowchart 
Table 1. Experimental Results 
 3 dimensions 4 dimensions 5 dimensions 6 dimensions 
CPU time (/s) 0.024681 0.033569 0.094896 0.051225 
Based on Feature 0.0901 0.0846 0.0682 0.0639 
Based on Eigenvector 0.0734 0.0664 0.0523 0.0502 
Fuzzy theory 0.0678 0.0562 0.0503 0.0487 
 
The experimental results from the table shows that feature subset can be quickly and accurately chosen 
by DB index Criterion and float searching algorithm. However, the experimental results also show that 
the classification error rate is rather high. The reason of the high rate is the candidate features is not so 
many that the chosen feature subset can’t fully cover the distribution of all samples. 
4. Conclusion 
This paper proposed a feature selection methods based on the supervised learning from two aspects of 
search strategy and evaluation function,  
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lution. 
However, the algorithm is only suitable for supervised learning. As for feature selection under 
unsupervised learning, it is better to use feature selection algorithm based on clustering algorithm.
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